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Abstract 
This paper brings out Farey sequence and its 
applications to medical image processing. 
This paper gives the architecture for farey 
approximation for a given fraction, 
reduction in computational calculations and 
floating point operations. 
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1 Introduction 
This paper is an exploration of the Farey 
sequence and its applications to image 
processing. In the year 1816, John Farey 
invented an amazing procedure to generate 
proper fractions lying in the interval [0, 1], 
called the Farey sequence. Formally defined, 
the Farey sequence Fn of order n is the 
sequence of simple/irreducible, proper, and  
less than or equal to n, and are arranged in 
increasing order of their qualities. There are a 
few studies and research works related with 
Farey sequences [1-4].  
Image processing algorithms involves a variety 
of operations on large arrays and Compute-
intensive floating point operations. Business 
altered point DSPs (Digital Signal processors) 
have particular cost, power and frame element 
points of interest. Be that as it may, the process 
of converting a floating-point algorithm to 
fixed-point is time-consuming and prone to 
subtle errors. 

This paper is in Section 2 gives the properties [3-4] 
and Section 3 which gives  Farey approximation 
and image segmentation for medical images using 
Farey sequence and proposes architecture  
 
2. Farey Sequence 
The Farey sequence of any order  n is a sequence of 
or simple or irreducible fractions in [0, 1], which 
have denominators less than  again equivalent to n, 
organized in climbing request. Every grouping  
starts with the value 0 (0/ 1) and ends with the value 
1 (1 /1). Interestingly, each sequence Fn can be 
generated from its preceding sequence Fn-1 by 
inserting the fraction (a + a') esteem (1/1). 
Strikingly, every arrangement Fn can be produced 
pair of consecutive fractions a b and a' b' of Fn-1, 
disposing of the divisions whose denominators 
surpass n, as appeared in Fig. 1. 
F1 = {0/1,1/1} 
F2 = {0/1,1/2,1/1} 
F3 = {0/1,1/3,1/2,2/3,1/1} 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
F7={0/1,1/7,1/6,1/5,1/4,2/7,1/3,2/5,      
3/7,1/2.4/7,3/5,2/3,5/7,3/4,4/6.5/6,6/7.1/1} 
Fig. 1. Generation of Farey sequences up to order 7 
in an iterative way 
 3.Farey Sequence and Medical Image 
Processing of Brain Images 
In the signal processing and image coding, some of 
the operations are of multiplications and some are 
of fractional arithmetic. It involves usage of more 
power and floating point operations for applications 
such as the medical image processing. By having 
only fixed point implementation and less searching 
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will save the power and reduces the complexity 
in implementation..  
By using the farey Trees, the computation can 
be reduced more than traditional methods [15] 
which are in vogue. It involves only few 
searches in the table which is a small table of 
size 1k bytes. It avoids the floating point 
arithmetic. First using the farey sequence 
approximation encoder Tree table is created 
and the table size is of less than 256 entries and 
of 2-3% of image size.  
 An image frame of a Brain image is 
considered. All the pixel values are divided by 
255 or 65536 depending on the pixel size value 
for normalization or thresh holding.  By normal 
division it involves more floating arithmetic 
and computation. It also consumes more power.  
As per the Fig 2 the farey approximation can be 
obtained. The approximation is reduced 
approximation. The numerator and 
denominator of the ( irreducible) fraction like 
159/255 is reduced to 15/17 or 8/9 which is a 
reduced fraction. Similarly any value like 
255/65536 can be reduced to 1/257 reduced 
fraction.  The numerator and denominator of 
the ( irreducible) fraction like 146/255 is 
reduced to 47/82 or 19/37  which is a reduced 
fraction. Similarly any value like 246/255 can 
be reduced to 82/85 reduced fraction.  
 
The Fig 3 gives the farey approximation of 
reduced numerator is tor of the reduced fraction 
when pixel value is divided  by 255 value.  The 
Fig 4 gives the farey approximation of reduced 
denominator   of the reduced fraction when 
pixel value is divided  by 255 value.  
Fig 5 and  Fig 6 gives further reduction of 
numerator and denominator  by applying farey 
approximation as per the Fig 1 repeatedly till 
the gcd(Numerator, denominator) is 1. One can 
stop for particular approximation.  
A farey approximation of reduced fraction cab 
be created for a image of suitable size can be 
created . By look up for particular fraction, the 
computation and calculations involving 
divisions can be reduced. 
Fig 7 gives proposed architecture which can 
implemented in hardware as co-processor in 
traditional or custom specific embedded 
architecture for fast processing with less 

number of clock cycles for medical image or video 
coding processing applications.  In conventional 
image processing architecture all the mathematical 
computation will be performed on fixed bit 
formatted raw data. In proposed image processing 
architecture we receive variable bit data from farrey 
sequence generator, which in turn fed to modified 
variable processing blocks as shown in the figure. 
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Fig 2 

 
Fig 3 Numerator of the Reduced Fractions 
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Fig 4 Denominator  of the Reduced Fractions 

 

.  
Fig 5 Numerator  of the Further Reduced  
Fractions 

 

 
Fig 6 Denominator of the Further Reduced 

Fractions 
 
 

 
Fig 7  Proposed Farey Architecture 
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